
Pure white.
Sophisticated grey. 
Timeless elegance 
with a modern twist.



is the best colour of all, according to American star architect Richard Meier. Symbolising 
perfection, purity, clarity. It is reminiscent of new beginnings, but also makes us think of 
elegance and serenity. Like a white canvas it gives us the freedom to start afresh.

In its puristic neutrality, white is not only the perfect candidate for suspense-laden contrasts. 
With its formal clarity, it can just as convincingly enter into a harmonious symbiosis with the 
cool aesthetics and timeless quality of sophisticated grey.

White 
is the colour of intellect, of knowledge and wisdom. For interior design all over the world, it is 
the epitome of elegance. For Odilon Redon, one of the major pioneers of classical modernism, 
mystic dark grey is actually the soul of the colour spectrum. Without grey, creative expression 
would lack depth, calm and clarity. 

In the luxurious ambience of a stylish kitchen, where open grey cabinets form a harmonious 
whole in a perfect fusion of interior and exterior, this is particularly conspicuous.

Grey 



SieMatic interior fittings.
Linking external and internal values
in perfect harmony.

In their puristic elegance, grey and white allow the aesthetic 
and functional benefits of the corpus to take centre stage. 
Design language at its highest level, which can be adapted 
repeatedly to the zeitgeist and changing personal preferences 
by recombining individual elements time and again. In perfect 
quality, and throughout the lifespan of the kitchen.

This recombination is facilitated by the patented SieMatic multi-
function tracking system, arranged in a fine 16 mm grid. While 
integral to the corpus of SieMatic cabinets, it is also available for 
the doors.

Inside, the multiple design award winning and highly flexible 
MultiMatic system translates the exclusive interior design 
philosophy for drawers and pull-outs to tall, wall and base 
cabinets with unfailing consistency.

Four appealing design options: the grey corpus, optionally in the aluminium edition, 
or the white corpus, optionally in the aluminium edition.

Efficiency
could not be 
more beautiful.

The patented SieMatic multi-function tracking system with its fine 16 mm 
grid provides the corpus and doors with a highly flexible interior. From the 
arrangement of the shelves to the installation of elegant MultiMatic elements, 
this system with its intelligent fixtures and fittings and its efficient use of space 
can offer up to 30% more storage.

Functionality down to the very last detail: the rows of holes are closed, 
protecting them from dust and moisture.

The very robust shelf and 
element supports are fixed 
into place simply and securely 
with a 90° turn.



Unique: aluminium 
in combination with 
dark smoked chestnut 
or light oak.

Immaculate: natural 
wood or superior 
synthetic.

The GripDeck inserts 
are optionally available in 
matching or contrasting 
colours.

The warm and appealing 
light oak combination and its 
superior interior in pure white 
or sophisticated grey are 
equally immaculate.

What the grey and white options have in common: their wide 
range of individual variants and the ease with which they can 
both be planned.

With its innovative functionality and precisely finished detailing, 
the unique combination of aluminium and smoked chestnut 
or light oak is an aesthetic delight. The highly flexible interior 
system can be changed time and again, providing the highest 
degree of individuality.

The king-size compartment for drawers with a width of at least 
60 cm is so deep that even high objects have ample storage 
space. A clever solution which in this variation is only available 
from SieMatic.



We have always been committed to safeguarding the future 
of our environment and that of future generations. With our 
high quality standards, we make an important contribution 
to sustainability. And take resource conservation to the next 
level.

Every SieMatic kitchen which leaves our factory is built to last 
for decades. This is true not only in general, in the timeless 
design of our kitchens, but also in our attention to detail. We 
are so proud of some seemingly negligible trifles that they are 
known internally as our “silent heroes”.

Our patented SieMatic multi-function tracking system, for 
example, facilitates interior fixtures and fittings which are 
innovative and highly flexible in equal measure. Or our fascinating 
Flock2Block system with its flocked mat inserts which stop 
porcelain elements, also with flocked bases, from moving 
around. Or our visually attractive GripDeck with its rubber strips, 
preventing even heavy pots and pans from sliding.

Some of our details are tiny, such as the almost invisible 
pieces of silicone which enable dust and dirt to be removed 
hygienically from even the most inaccessible of corners. These 
are precisely the small but significant differences demonstrating 
just how consistently we push the concept of kitchen design as 
far as it can go.

The following accessories are just a few examples of the 
superior features which SieMatic customers can expect to find 
when consulting a SieMatic dealership in their vicinity.

For more details, please 
scan the QR code or visit 

our website at: 
siematic.com/white-grey

Highest quality standards, 
regularly inspected:

We take the concept of kitchen design 
further. Much further.

The SieMatic 
Flock2Block system

The SieMatic 
GripDeck

The round 
corners

The SieMatic multi-function 
tracking system


